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The ongoing information on the results of aristocratical art-collecting of the 
17th and 18th centuries in Bohemia has always been rough and therefore it is 
more than probable that numerous even important events have been out of our 
scope. This situation is partly due to the fact that the systematic study of archi
ves has long been neglected: especially the research of testaments, probate in
ventories, corespondence or possibly the accounts books, dealers' records and 
auctions catalogues. Insufficient is also their art-historical and historical inter
pretation and evaluation.1 The systematic investigation of the inventories and 
accounts of the estate of the Czech nobility is still at the very beginning, unlike 
the research of the Czech townspeople milieu. 2 The first steps in a more detailed 

The paper presented in the Hague June 5-7, 1996 at the Symposium on the use of archival 
inventories in art history, organized by J. Paul Getty Provenance Index, Malibu (Cal., USA) 
and Rijksbureau voor Kunsthistorische Documentatie, The Hague. 
O. J. Blazfcek, Obrazdrny stdtnlch zdmku. Praha 1956 and 1957 (with further bibliography); 
Idem, Die Gemaldegalerien der staatlichen SchlOBer in der Tschechoslowakei. Ein RQck-
blick und die die heutige Situation. Museumskunde 1965, pp. 172-182; M. Sronek, Baroknf 
malifstvl 17. stoletf. In: Dijiny ieskiho vytvarniho umini. IU2. Od poidtku renesance do 
zdviru baroka. Praha 1989, pp. 354-355; V. Vlnas, Poznamky k ianrove' skladbe Ceskych 
baroknich obrazaren. Galerie litomefickych biskupu v kontextu dobovlho sbSratelsrvf 
(summary: Notes on the Genre Structure of the Czech Baroque Picture Galleries). Rozprava 
o baroku. Sbornik pfispevku z kolokvia barokni umini na uzemi severovychodni od Prahy. 
Slany 1993, pp. 34—38; L. SlavfCek (ed.), Cat. Artis pictoriae amatores. Evropa v zrcadle 
praiskiho barokniho sbiratelstvi. Europe in the Mirror of Baroque Art Collecting in Pra
gue. Praha 1993 (with further bibliography). 
Cf. J. PeSek, Prazske" knihy ksaftu a inventafu. Pffspfivek k jejich struktufe a vyvoji v dobfi 
pfedbelohorske' (summary: Die Prager Testamente und InventarbOcher. Beitrag zu deren 
Srruktur und Entwicklung in der Zeit vor der Schlacht am Weissen Berg). Prazsky sbornik 
historicky XV, 1982, s. 63-68; Idem, Vytvama dlla s nabozenskou tematikou v prazskych 
pfedbelohorskych interierech. Umini XXX, 1982, pp. 263-267; Idem, Veduty v prazskych 
interierech doby pfedbfilohorsk6. Umini XXXI, 1983, pp. 521-522; Idem, Obrazy, grafiky 
a jejich majitele v pfedb€lohorsk6 Praze (summary: Pictures, Prints and their Owners in 
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study of the inventories referring to the most significant aristocratical collec
tions, e.g. to the former Nostitz and Waldstein picture galleries, which remained 
partly preserved up Bohemia in to the present days, and the consequent elabora
tion of the obtained material have already been made.3 The archives materials of 
most of the other noble collections remain untouched and therefore we dispose 
only of the old results of the research abstracts from the beginning of this century.4 

For better understanding of my paper I consider it necessary to mention at le
ast briefly the two collections which wil l be talked about further on. Both col
lections of paintings, which are the representative examples of the Czech aris-

Prague during the Period proceeding the Battle of BHa Horn). Umini XXXIX, 1991, pp. 
269-383; Idem, MfiSfanska vzdfilanost a kultura v pfedbelohorskych Cechach 1347-1620. 
/Vsednl dny kultumfho iivota/ (summary: Die bQrgerliche Bildung und Kultur in Bohmen 
in der Zeit vor der Schlacht am Weissen Berg. /Der Alltag des kulturellen Lebens/). Praha 
1993, pp. 109-118, 160-166; Z. Hojda, M6sfansk6 baroknl sbfrky v Praze a v Olomouci. 
Historickd Olomouc a jeji soucasni problimy 5, 1985, pp. 307-322; Idem, Vytvama dila v 
domech starom&stskych mesfanu v letech 1627-1740. PHspSvek dejinam kultury baroknf 
Prahy I. (summary: Die Kunstwerke in den Hausem der Altstfldter Burger in den Jahren 
1627-1740. Ein Beitrag zur Kulturgeschichte des barocken Prags II.). Prazsky sbornik his-
torickyXXW, 1993, pp. 38-102; Idem, Kultumf investice staromestskych mesfanu v letech 
1627-1740. PHspevek dejinam kultury baroknl Prahy II. (summary: Kulturinvestitionen der 
Altstfldter Burger in den Jahren 1627-1740. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des barocken Prags 
II.). Ibidem XXVII, 1994, pp. 47-104. 
Cf. L. Machytka, Archivnl doklady k dejindm nosticki obrazdrny (1980). Manuscript in the 
Archive of the National Gallery in Prague, Inv. No. AA 2940; Idem, Pramerty k dejindm 
valdstejnskd obrazdrny (Duchcov, Horni Litvinov, Praha). Manuscript in the Archive of the 
National Gallery in Prague, Inv. No. AA 3121; Idem, Vznik nosticki obrazamy a jeji vyvoj 
do pofiatku 19. stoletl. UminiXXXl, 1983, pp. 244-246. 
Cf. e.g. inventories of the Cemfn collection: P. Bergner, Inventaf byvald hrabecf cemfnskg 
obrazamy na Hradcanech. Casopis spolecnosti pfdtel staroiitnosti ceskych XV, 1907, pp. 
130-155; J. Novak, Soupis obrazu v zamku Lyse v letech 1723-1733. Ibidem XIX, 1911, 
pp. 89-98; Idem, Soupis obrazu zamku Vinofe v letech 1726-1767. Ibidem XXIII, 1915, 
pp. 29-72; Idem, Prameny ke studiu byvale hr. Cemfnske obrazamy na Hradcanech. Pa-
mdtky archeologicke XXVII, 1915, pp. 205-221. — Collection of Counts Waldstein: J. V. 
Simak, Soupis obrazu nekdejsl galerie duchcovske. Casopis spoleinosti vlasteneckych prd
tel staroiitnosti deskych XXVIII, 1920, pp. 41-46. — Collection of Counts of Sternberg: H. 
Zimmermann, Inventare, Akten und Regesten aus der Registratur seiner K. und K. Aposto-
lischen Majestflt Oberst Kammeramtes. Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des 
Allerhochsten Kaiserhauses XXIV, 1903, pp. LVI-LVIII, reg. 19357; A. Bimbaumova, Ar
chivnl material k dejinam vystavby, vyzdoby a zaffzeni zamku Troja u Prahy. Pamdtky ar-
cheologicki XXXV, 1926/1927, pp. 618-623. — Collection of Prince Albrecht Eusebius 
Wallenstein (Waldstein): E. Schebek, Die Ldsung der Wallensteinfrage. Berlin 1881, pp. 
587-608, Appendix 12. — Collection of Count Felix Wrschowetz: H. Toman, Das Verzei-
chniB der Wrschowetz'schen Bildersammlung. Repertorium flar Kunstwissenschaft X, 1887, 
pp. 14-24; Th. von Frimmel, Zur Geschichte der Wrschowetz'schen Gemfllde Sammlung in 
Prag. Mitteilungen der k. k. Zentral Commission zur Erforschung der Kunst- und histo-
rischen Denkmale N. F. XVII, 1892, pp. 257-267. — The Imperial Picture Gallery of the 
Prague Castle: K. KOpl, Urkunden, Aden und Regesten aus don K. K. StatthaJterei-Archiv 
in Prag [...]. Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des Allerhochsten Kaiserhauses 
X, 1889,pp.LXjn-CC. 
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tocratical collecting, give reliable evidence not only to the approaches and 
mentality of the collectors belonging to Czech nobility, but also show the results 
of their collecting and patronage activities. The oldest known specimen of the 
baroque approach to the collecting, with its typical baroque features freed from 
the influence of late renaissance and mannerism Kunst- und Wunderkammer, is 
the Cernin picture gallery. Its founder and main collector was the Czech grand 
seigneur Humprecht Jan Cernin (1628-1682), who laid the foundations of his 
collection in the time of his diplomatic mission in the Republic of St. Marco 
from 1660 to 1663. His collection, which he assembled in Venice, is characte
ristic of the prevailing number of the paintings by the Italian artists of the rena
issance and the early baroque period. He continued in the collecting with the 
same intensity even after his return to Prague. In the 1670s he purchased several 
paintings of the Netherlandish provenance in the Vienna shop of the art dealer 
Gulliermo Forchondt from Antwerp. Being an ardent collector, he wanted to 
place his collection in a dignified space of a family seat, the monumental palace, 
which he started to build in the vicinity of Prague's castle. The picture gallery 
was placed in Galleria grande and Galleria piccolo, which in their character as 
well as dimensions were inspired by Italian examples, especially the Galleria 
delta Mostra of the Duke palace of the Gonzags in Mantua.5 Even after the 
founder's death his heirs paid considerable attention to further extension of the 
family collection, its presentation and maintenance. Foremost artists and experts 
of that time, as e.g. Johann Rudolf Byss, were invited to keep the picture galle
ry. They, as gallery inspectors, proved also their connoisseurship in drawing up 
inventories of the collection. The fate of the Cernin picture gallery was fulfilled 
around the year 1777, when under so far unknown circumstances the paintings 
were sold out.6 

At the same time as the Cernin collection, another significant art collection 
was founded in Bohemia, namely the Nostitz one, and it was the Chancellor of 
the Kingdom of Bohemia, Count Johann Hartwig Nostitz (1610-1683), who 
stood at its beginning. The testimony of the Nostitz keen collecting is not only 
the extensive collection of high-quality paintings, but also an important library, 
which involves also a remarkable collection of rare manuscripts and prints, the 
collection of ancient and renaissance sculptures and plaster casts, fine pieces of 
the decorative arts, numismatic cabinet or the collection of mathematical and 
astronomical instruments. By the end of the 18th century the Nostitz collection 

V. Lorenc, K. THska, Cerrdnsky palac v Froze. Praha 1980, p. 60. 
On the history of the Cernin picture collection see J. Novak, Dejirty byvale nr. Cemfnske obra-
zamy na Hradcanech. Pamdtky archeologicki XXVII, 1915, pp. 123-141; Z. Kalista, Hum
precht Jan Cernin jako mecenaS a podporovatel um£ni v dobS sve benatske ambasady 1660-
1663 (summary: Humprecht Jan Cemin, Mecene et Protecteur de Beaux Arts du temp ou il 
6tait Ambassadeur a Venice). Pamdtky archeologicki XXXVI, 1928/1929, pp. 53-78; 
L. Slavlcek, Imagines Galleriae. Ceminov6 jako sberalete a podporovatel̂  umeni. The Cemins 
as Collectors and Patrons of the Arts. In: L. SlaviCek (as in note 1), pp. 131-143,372-386. 
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had been regularly enriched by new acquisitions. The most significant among 
them was the purchasing in 1670 of the library and the Kunst- und Wunderkam-
mer of Otto Nostitz the Younger (1608-1665), the step brother of Johann Hart-
wig, as well as the inheriting of the picture gallery of the Count Franz Anton 
Berka of Duba (1649-1706) by Anton Johann Nostitz in 1706. Count Berka, an 
educated art lover and patron with a personal artistic taste, who had been active 
for 30 years as a emperor's ambassador at different European courts, among 
others also in the Hague, started to form his collection most probably as early as 
during his grand tour made round 1670 to Italy and other European countries. It 
achieved its orientation in the 2nd half of the 1670s, due to numerous and well 
thought-out purchases from the Vienna shop of Guliermo Forchondt from Ant
werp. The common feature traceable with all his acquisitions was the sense of 
high quality of the paintings acquired, which is evident not only with the works 
of famous Italian, Netherlandish or German artists but also with the paintings of 
less known authors. Laying the emphasis on the quality of paintings was appa
rent also with most of later purchases by Anton Johann Nostitz (1652-1736) and 
his followers.7 

In the history of European collecting of the 17th and 18th centuries we repea
tedly come across the endeavour and need to document the appearence and 
composition of a certain art collection or its part by means of the drawings or 
graphical reproductions. One of the most famous examples of such a documen
tation is the bundle of drawings after to the paintings and other works of art 
from the posession of Andrea Vendramin in Venice from the time prior to 
1627.8 Around the year 1637 in London Venceslaus Hollar started his work on 
a difficult task, which consisted in reproducing the paintings, drawings, ancient 

On the history of the Nostitz picture collection see L. Machytka 1983 (as in n. 3), pp. 244-
246; L. Slavlcek, PHspevky k dejinam nostickd obrazovd sbirky. Materialie k cesk6mu ba-
roknimu sberatelstvf (summary: Contribution to the History of the Picture Gallery of Counts 
Nostic and Count Frantisck Berka of Duba. Research into the Czech baroque Collecting). 
Uminl XXXI, 1983, pp. 219-243; Idem, Delitiae Imaginum. Nosticove" jako sbfiratele" a 
podporovatele' umenf. The Nostitz as Collectors and Patrons of the Arts. In: L. Slavlcek (as 
in note 1), pp. 171-183, 386-400; Idem, Cat Barocke Bilderlust. HollOndische und 
fldmische Gemdlde der ehemaligen Sammlung Nostitz aus der Prager Nationalgalerie. 
Braunschweig 1994; Idem, Paralipomena k dejinam berkovskd a nosticke' obrazovd sbirky. 
(Materialie k Ceskemu baroknimu sMratelstvi II.) (summary: Paralipomena to the History of 
the Berka and Nostitz Collections of Paintings). Uminl XLIII, 1995, pp. 443-471; Idem, 
Dvfi podoby baroknfho Slechtickelio sberatelstvf 17. stoletl v Cechach — sbirky Otty Nosti-
ce ml. (1608-1665) a FrantiSka Antonlna Berky z Dube (1649-1706) (summary: Two Ty
pes of Baroque Aristocratical Collecting in the 17th Century Bohemia — Collections of 
Otto Nostitz Jr. /1608-166S/ and Count FrantiSek Anton In Berka of Duba / l 649-1706/). 
Opera historica 5. Editio Universitatis Bohemiae Meridionalis. Ceskd Budejovice 1996 (yet 
to be published). 
T. Borenius, The Picture Gallery of Andrea Vendramin. London 1932; A.-M. Logan, The 
"Cabinet" of the Brothers Gerard and Jan Reynst. Amsterdam-Oxford-New York 1979, pp. 
67-75. On the problem of engravings after paintings in general see F. Haskell, Die schwere 
Geburt des Kunstbuchs. Berlin 1993. 
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works of art and natural objects from the rich collections of Thomas Howard 
Lord Arundel. 9 Further important cases are the drawings records by Leonard 
Bramer to the paintings offered for sale from several Delft collections between 
1652 and 1653.10 During the 1650s the important collector Gerard Reynst from 
Amsterdam decided to publicize his collection through the production of two 
illustrated books, one devoted to the pictures, the other to the antiquities. This 
project was carried out by the heirs in 1660s.11 An the other exquisite example 
in this respect was the Theatrum pictorum by David Teniers die Younger of 
1660, which recorded in the engravings of foremost Netherlandish engravers the 
outstanding paintings by Italian painters from the cabinet of paintings owned by 
the Archduke Leopold Wilhelm. 1 2 This pretentious publication became popular 
among the Central European collectors, who inspired by it, started to issue the 
prints of individual paintings from their collections or even the prints of whole 
collections. So immediately after the publication of Teniers edition in 1664 Jan 
van Ossenbeck created similar engravings, which were the reproductions of the 
selected paintings from the Viennese collection of the Hofquartiermeister Jo-
hann Kunibert von Wenzelsberg.13 Speaking of the real inventories of paintings, 
there are several exemplars, coming from the 1st half of the 18th century, and 
referring to the Imperial picture gallery in Vienna. From the years 1720-1733 
are three volumes of the painted inventory, which were created by Ferdinand 
Storffer and followed by grandiose projects intended for the wide art-loving 
public. The edition of the engravings after the paintings Theatrum artis picto-
riae, was started by the painters Frans van Stampart and Anton Joseph von 
Prenner. Its first volume appeared in 1727 but the whole edition remained unfi
nished due to the insufficient response with the public. Eight years later the sa
me authors took part it the realization of the publication Prodromus, which simi
larly as Storffer's inventory recorded not only the shape but also the way of 

R. Pennington, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Etched Work of Wenceslaus Hollar, 1607-
1677. Cambridge 1982, pp. XVII-XXVIII; J. Brown, Kings & Connoisseurs. Collecting Art 
in Seventeenth-century Europe. New Haven-London 1995, p. 236. 
M. Plomp, Een merkwaardige verzameling door Leonaert Bramer 1986. Oud Holland C, 
1986, pp. 81-153. 
M.-A. Logan (as in n. 8), pp. 37-106, 110-174; J. Brown (as in note 9), p. 237. 
M. Klinge, Cat. David Tenters the Younger. Paintings, Drawings. Antwerp 1991, p. 278-
297, cat. no. 96-108; G. Galavics, Netherlandish Baroque Painters and Graphic Artists in 
17th-century Central Europe. In: Cat. Baroque Art in Central Europe. Crossroads. Buda
pest 1993, pp. 90-92; J. Brown (as in n. 9), pp. 180-183,237. 
Th. von Frimmel, Geschichte der Wiener Gemdldesammlungen. Berlin-Leipzig 1899, pp. 2-
6; L. Slavfcek (as in n. 1), p. 49-50, cat. no. 1/1-16; G. Galavics (as in n. 12), p. 92, pp. 
306-307, cat no. 119. — Hofquartiermeister Johann Kunibert von Wenzelsberg was an 
agent of the bishop of Olomouc Karl of Liechtenstein-Castelcomo, a well-known collector 
and patron of art. Cf. A. Breitenbacher, Dijiny arcibiskupshi obrazdrny v Kromiflii I. 
Krom6H2 1925, pp. 23, 44-52,62; M. Koufil, Biskupa Karla z LiechtenStejna radci a zpra-
vodajci. Historickd Olomouc a jeji souiasni problimy 4, Olomouc 1983, pp. 113-114. 
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displaying the paintings of the imperial gallery in Viennese Stallburg. In con
nection with the preparation of this album of prints an extensive number of 
chalk drawings appeared. These drawings, whose author was Anton Joseph von 
Premier, are now part of public as well as private collections, e. g. in Budapest, 
Museum of Art, in Brno, Moravian Gallery, or in Prague National Gallery.1 

Also in Bohemia of the baroque period we can find especially among the 
aristocratic collectors the tendencies to make similar documentation of the re
sults of their collecting activities. The oldest is undoubtedly the Lobkowicz in
ventory counting 280 pages with simple pen drawings bound in one volume and 
coming from the period between 1650 and 1660. They depict more than four 
hundred silver, partly gilted objects, decorations and table accessories from the 
property of Prince Lobkowicz. The sketchy drawings accomplished by the weight 
of the individual items allow only in one case the identification with the object 
preserved up to the recent time in the Lobkowicz family collections. This inven
tory, first published in 1888 and elaborated by Edmund Wilhelm Braun in 
1923,15 has in the European context a number of analogies. One of them is for 
example the codex from the years 1526 or 1527 in the Castle and Cloister libra
ry in Aschaffenburg, containing the drawings catalogue of relics and precious 
objects of the Mainz Elector, the Archbishop Albrecht von Brandenburg.16 

The first known and preserved inventory of this type in the field of visual arts 
in Bohemia is only slightly younger Imagines Galeriae, which had been produ
ced since 1668 on commission of Count Humprecht Jan Cernfn by his court 
painters Jan la Fresnoy, Jakub van der Heyden, Folprechtus van Oude-Allen and 
Jasper de Payn. This special kind of inventory of the picture gallery of Count 
Humprecht Jan Cernin is divided into 3 volumes, which in folio contain about 
750 pen and wash drawings, after the paintings, which were part of his collec
tion. One page usually contained more paintings and the individual drawings 
were provided with the notes on the dimensions of the painting and in some ca
ses even the initials of the authors of the copies. Unfortunately what they did not 
contain was the information on the authorship of the reproduced paintings. The 

A. von Pergner, Studien zur Geschichte der k. k. Gemfildegalerie in Belvedere zu Wien. 
Berichte undMilteilungen des Altertums-Vereine zu Wien VI, 1863; H. Zimmermann, Franz 
v. Stamparts und Anton v. Premiers Prodromus [...]. Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sam-
mlungen des Allerhochsten KaiserhausesWU, 1888, p. VII-XIV; Die GemQldegalerie des 
Kunsthistorischen Museums in Wien. Verzeichnis der Gemdlde. Wien 1991, pp. 15-16; J. 
Kroupa, Josef Anton von Premier jako reprodukcni grafik. Bulletin Moravski galerie v Brni 
40, 1986, p. 19-21; L. Slavfftek (as in n. 1), pp. 54-55. cat no. 1/1-18, 19, fig. 
J. Koula, Denkmaler des Kunstgewerbes in Bohmen und Mahren. II. Prag 1888; M. Dvorak, 
B. Matejka, Soupis pamdtek historickych a umileckych v politickim ohresu roudnickim. II. 
Zamek roudnicky. Praha 1907, p. 294, fig. 199; E . W. Braun, Die SUberkammer eines Rei-
chsfirsten. (Das Lobkowitz'sche Inventor.) Werke deutscher Goldschmiede der Spdtgotik 
und Renaissance. Leipzig 1923. 
J. Rasmussen, Untersuchungen zum Hallcschen Heiltum des Kardinals Albrecht von Bran
denburg. MUnchner Jahrbuch der bUdenden Kunst XXVII, 1976, pp. 91-132; XXVIII, 
1977, p. 91-132. 
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1st volume of the Imagines Galeriae contains 152 sheets with 314 paintings, 16 
paintings being recorded twice. Volume II has 104 sheets with 20S pictures and 
volume III consists of 121 sheets with 230 paintings. In the course of the work 
on the drawings of the Cemin inventory, another painter working for the Cernin 
family, Georg Ruthardt Rudinger, made a partial list of the drawn copies which 
had already been finished; and so in June 1669 there were 110 sheets with 299 
paintings. The works on this inventory continued even after 1669 and some mo
re drawings were added after the death of Humprecht Jan Cernin. At that time, 
under his son, the inventory was bound in brown leather, in which the gilded 
Cemin supralibros was imprinted.17 Let's go back once again to the composition 
of the Cernin picture gallery as it is documented in the Imagines Galeriae, which 
we have just mentioned. Prevailing were undoubtedly the works of Italian pro
venance. Their authors were outstanding older or modern painters of Italian 
schools like Giorgione, Titian, Raphael, Pordenone, the Bassanos, Domenico 
Fetti (fig. I) and first of all the works of art of Venetian painters of Seicento 
Pietro Bellotto, Johann Carl Loth, Pietro delta Vecchia (fig. 2) or Giuseppe 
Diamantini (fig. 3). As was already said, in the Cernin picture gallery there were 
also works of painters of other painting schools, especially the Netherlandish 
and German ones. The drawings in Imagines Galeriae testify to the presence of 
history pieces and portraits by Peter Paul Rubens (e.g. another version of his 
famous paintings The Head of Medusa, St. Hieronymus I fig. 41 or The portrait of 
Lord Arundel) or Anthonis van Dyck, landscapes by Jan Breughel the Elder or 
still lifes by Jan Fyt, but also the works of the famous German baroque painter 
Johann Heinrich Schonfeld or the founder of the Czech baroque painting Karel 
Skr&a, whose several paintings Count Cernin had bought, as other archive re
cords say, at the time of his mission in Venice. Nevertheless the records in 
Imagines Galeriae may only hardly answer the question, whether the paintings, 
which used to be the property of Humprecht Johann Cernin, were originals or 
just copies. We know that copies used to constitute for most part the collections 
of Central European aristocratic collectors, despite the strong view of Prince 
Karl Eusebius von Liechtenstein, who in his tractate Von der Werk der Architec-
tur wrote that "only good originals are appreciated, much sought for and paid 
for, while the value of copies is much lower, if any"}* This is a similar problem 

P. Bergner, Inventaf byvale' hrabeci cemlnske' obrazamy na HradCanech. Casopis spoleC-
nostipfdtel staroiitnosti ieskych XV, 1907, pp. 135-137; J. Novak 1915 (as in n. 6), pp. 
209-210; L. SlavKSek (as in n. 1), p. 135, pp. 151-154, cat. no. IV/1-14. 
V. Fleischer, Filrst Karl Eusebius von Liechtenstein als Bauherr und Sammler. Wien 1910, 
pp. 197-199; N. Hoist, Creator, Collectors and Connoisseurs. The Anatomy of the Artistic 
Taste from Antiquity to the Present Day. London 1964, p. 164. Cf. also R. E. Spear, Notes 
on Renaissance and Baroque Originals and Originality. In: Relating the Original: Mulitiple 
Originals, Copies and Reproductions. Studies in the History of Art 20, Washington 1989, 
pp. 97-99; J. M. Muller, Measures of Authenticity: The Detection of Copies in the Early 
Literature on Connoisseurship. Ibidem, pp.141-159. 
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of the art historians involved in the history of art collecting, who mostly work 
with written or visual sources without having possibility of their confrontation 
with real works of art. 

Analogical to Imagines Galeriae of the Cernin picture gallery are in their 
character the drawings which are kept in the print room of the National Gallery 
in Prague. It was only recently that they have been reidentified. They appear to 
be a fragment of what was most probably once intended to be again an invento
ry. The objective of such a type of inventory was the visual documentation of 
the works of art that were part of the collection belonging to the Count Franz 
Anton Berka of Duba. These records created by at least two authors, who unlike 
in the case of the Imagines Galeriae are unknown, might be dated back to the 
period round or after the year 1700. It may be proved that some of the drawings 
come from the time after 1706, the year in which the paintings were inherited by 
Count Anton Johann Nostitz. 1 9 Though, like with the drawings from the Cernfn 
inventory, none of these records are magnificent or remarkable works of art, 
most of them comply with the main criteria of similar reproductions, no matter 
whether they were drawn or engraved. This criterion was first of all simple and 
truthful copying of what was in the model painting. Therefore the ambition of 
copy-makers, professional artists or amateurs, was to be most precise in attain
ing the basic composition scheme and at the same time to be authentic in con
serving the specific character of the author's way of painting, so that not only 
the picture itself but also its author could be identified without greater difficul
ties. Very suitable in this respect proved to be a specific technique of brush 
drawing or of pen and wash drawing, which were commonly used in the 17th 
century for the copying and reproduction of the works of art. This drawing 
technique was typical especially of amateurs, for example Jan de Bisschop, a 
lawyer from the Hague and one of the most gifted amateur draughtmen of his 
day, to give just a known example.20 The artless character especially of pen 
drawings makes us suspect that the author of these sketches might have been the 
owner of the collection, Count Berka himself. We must not forget that since the 
time of Baldassare Castiglione and his influential writing H Cortegiano, it was 
the young cavalier's ambition to be a connoisseur of painting and at the same 
time to be able to draw himself.21 

The Cernin Imagines Galeriae and the fragment of the drawn inventory of 
Berka and Nostitz picture gallery can nowadays be used for similar purposes as 
in the baroque period. Being an important complement and invaluable corrective 
of the preserved written resources like invoices and bills of delivery of the Vien-

1 9 L. SlaviCek 1983 (as in n. 7), pp. 221-222; L. SlBviCek 1994 (as in n. 7), pp. 128-157, cat. 
no. I-XXI; L. SlavlCek 1995 (as in n. 7), p. 450. 

2 0 J. G. van Gelder, Jan de Bisschop (1628-1671). Oud Holland LXXXVI, 1971, pp. 201-
288. 

2 1 L. SlaviCek 1995 (as in n. 7), p. 450. Cf. also W. Kemp, "einen wahrhaften bildenden Zei-
chnenuntericht Oberall einzumhren". In: Zeichnen und Zeichnenuntericht der Laien 1500-
1780; ein Handbuch. Frankfurt am Main 1979. 
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na art shop of Guliermo Forchondt22 or probate inventories23, this type of visual 
documentation is a convincing aid for art historians. They may be useful in 
searching the authorship of individual paintings and genres represented in the 
collection. Similar visual sources help even more than written or printed inven
tories at the identification of pictures, which once had been part of the appro
priate collection, however in the course of time were sold and at present may be 
found in most different collections. The usefulness of the combination of the 
sources of the two types — written and visual — is obvious especially in the 
case of the Nostitz (and specifically even Berka's) collection of paintings, which 
has been preserved with certain losses up to the present time. The considerable 
percentage of paintings preserved in the collections of the National Gallery or in 
the former Nostitz castles in West Bohemia, or also in the most different foreign 
public and private collections,24 give the unique opportunity of checking the re
liability of the information which is contained in individual types of archive 
sources referring to the history of the collection. The preserved fragment of the 
inventory of Berka's and Nostitz picture gallery consists of 113 drawings. In 
combination with a number of the probate inventories, which mostly contain 
only very brief descriptions, give quite a reliable notion of the original character 
and composition of the collection in respect of the genres and the authorship of 
the paintings. The research of the inventories, drawings and preserved paintings 
may result in the following summary. Like the other aristocratical picture galle
ries, which emerged on the territory of Bohemia in the 2nd half of the 17th 
century and the beginning of the 18th century, the core of Franz Anton Berka's 
collection, and later also the renowned Nostitz picture gallery were the paintings 
of Netherlandish and Italian artists of the 16th and 17th centuries, enriched by 
the works of the artists who were active in Central Europe. The collection was 
complemented by more or less single pictures of other schools of painting, 
French or Spanish. 

The profile does not substentially differ from the orientation of the most im
portant collections, which served as inspiration for Czech aristocratic collectors. 

2 2 J. Denucd, Kunstuitvoer in de 17e eeuw te Antwerpen de Firma Forchoudt. Antwerpen 
1931; F. Arens, Die Familie Forchondt und ihre Rolle in Antwerpener Kunsthandel. Viertel-

jahrschrift Jur Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 30, 1937, pp. 129-149; E. Duverger, Le 
commerce d'art entre la Flandre et l'Europe Centrale au XVIIe siecle. Notes et remarques. 
In: Actes du XXIIme Congres Internationale d'Historie de I'Art (1969). Budapest 1972, pp. 
157-181; L. SlaviCek, Antwerpen, Wien und die bOhmische Lander. Die Antwerpener Ma-
lerei 1550-1650 im Lichte des Wiener Kunsthandels und der bohmischen Gemflldesam-
mlungen. In: E. Mai, K.. Schutz, H. Vlieghe (ed.), Die Malerei Antwerpens — Gattungen, 
Meister, Wirkungen. Studien zur fl&mischen Kunst des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts. Interna-
tionalles Kolloquium Wien 1993. KOln 1994, pp. 145-154. 

2 3 L. Machytka 1980 (as in n. 3); L. Machytka 1983 (as in n. 3), pp. 244-246. 
2 4 Cf. e.g. L. Machytka, Cat Mistrovskd dila ze sbirek zdpadodeskych zdmki. Plzefl 1985, cat 

no. 3, 4, 39; L. SlaviCek 1994 (as in n. 7), p. 130, cat no. I, II; and III, p. 135, cat. no. VII, 
p. 143, cat. no. XI, XII. 
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This statement refers especially to two collections which were built thanks to 
one of the most characteristic personalities of the European art collecting round 
the 1650s, the Archduke Leopold Wilhelm. I mean his picture cabinet, which 
before 1656 had been located in Brussels and then moved to Vienna; and the 
imperial picture gallery, which was founded under his supervision at the Prague 
Castle as the substitution for the lost Kunstkammer of the emperor Rudolf II. 2 5 

In Berka's and later in Nostitz collection the attention was paid not only to the 
paintings of renowned authors but also the artists belonging to the cathegory of 
so called Kleinmeister. The decisive role in acquiring the paintings for the col
lection was, as was already said, the artistic quality of the work. Therefore even 
nowadays we can find in the Nostitz gallery the paintings which are often signed 
but their authors are otherwise unknown e.g. Johannes Felpacher, Jacob Mart-
sen, Gerrit van Steur or Karel Wautier), a similar evidence comes from the 
drawn inventory (cf. records after the four personifications of cardinal virtues 
by Karl Phillips Spierincks, the Netherlandish disciple of Nicolaes Poussin in 
Rome).2 6 

Most of the drawings in the inventory of the smaller part of Berka's and 
Nostitz collection is provided with German or Italian ascriptions, which are 
partly contemporary with their origin, partly do they come from later period. 
These remarks refer to the attributions, or specify later location of the paintings 
in the Prague Nostitz palace or give evidence of their further fate. In that re
spect, the most important are the supplementary notes, which in the case of 6 
drawings give evidence of their donation to one of the most remarkable Europe
an collectors round 1700, Elector Palatine Johann Wilhelm in Diisseldorf. The 
existence of this gift is confirmed not only by the notes on Prague's drawings 
but also by the fact that at least two of the six donated paintings, namely The 
Predict of St. John Baptist by Jan Brueghel the Elder and the Self-portrait by 
Diego Velazquez, which according to the later inscription on the drawing is 
considered to be the work by Rembrandt (fig. J). Both these paintings are kept 
in the Alte Pinakothek in Munich, where they got together with other pictures of 
Johann Wilhelm's exceptional collection.2 7 

K. Garas, Die Entstehung der Galerie des Erzherzog Leopold Wilhelm. Jahrbuch der 
Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien 63, 1967, pp. 39-80; Eadem, Das Schicksal der 
Sammlung des Erzherzog Leopold Wilhelm. Ibidem 64, 1968, pp. 181-278; J. Neumann, 
The Picture Gallery of Prague Castle. Prague 1967. 
L. Slavicek 1994 (as in n. 7), p. 62, cat no. 18, pp. 106-107. cat no. 40, pp. 122-123, cat. 
no. 48, p. 147, cat. no. XIV, XV. 
L. Slavicek 1983 (as in n. 7), p. 222; L. Slavicek 1994 (as in n. 7), p. 14, p. 130, cat. no. II, 
fig.; L. Slavicek 1995 (as in n. 7), p. 450. On art collecting of the Elector Palatine Johann 
Wilhelm see F. Haskell, Patrons and Painters. A Study in Relations between Italian Art and 
Society in the Age of baroque. New Haven-New York 1980, pp. 281-284; K. MOhling, Die 
Gemdldegalerie des KurfHrst Johann Wilhelm von der Pfalz-Neuburg (1658-1716) in Dus-
seldorf. KOln 1993. 
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A very specific position in the visual documentation of Czech baroque col
lections has a large set of drawings by Count Johann Rudolf Sporck (1694-
1759), which were created in the 1720s and especially the 1730s. These amateur 
drawings were bound in 7 tomes entitled simply Delineationes. Their creator, 
canon of the St. Vitus chapter in Prague, an enthusiastic draughtsman recorded in 
them not only a great number of pictures and another works of art, but also the 
buildings on family estates. Important is his documentation of the interiors of 
the Prague palace, especially gallery, chapel, his studio and the library, in which 
in accordance with the late maneristic concept of collecting a small collection of 
natural curiosities — shells, minerals, insect etc. — was placed, as well as the 
collection of coins and medals. The individual objects which were part of his 
collection of natural items and of the numismatic cabinet were recorded in the 
4th volume of his Delineationes. The 5th and 6th volumes contain also the 
drawings after most different paintings, first of all family portraits, the portraits 
of the outstanding personalities of Prague's and European clergy, but also the 
pictures with religious themes and quite a great number of landscapes, among 
which are the paintings by Gaspar Adriaensz van Wittel, Andrea Locatelli and 
Paolo Pannini, or the Czech baroque landscape painter Wenzel Laurenz Reiner. 
Obviously only a smaller part of these paintings recorded in his drawings, were 
integrated in Sporck's own collections. Most of the pictures recorded in the 
drawings constitute a type of imaginary gallery, as the paintings were not Count 
Sporck's property, he only saw them in other collections.28 

Concerning the baroque picture galleries of Czech aristocrats we can state here 
one more, though only sporadic kind of pictorial documentation. These are the 
views of picture galleries, the so called Gemalte Galerien, the creation of which 
used to be the domain of the Antwerp painters led by David Teniers the Youn
ger, Leopold Wilhelm's court painter and the keeper of his picture gallery.2 9 

G. J. Dlabacz, Allgemeines historisches KUnstler-Lexikon f&r Bdhmen II. Prag 1815, pp. 
142-178; A. Podlaha, Jan Rudolf Sporck a jeho kresby. Pamatky archeologicke XX, 
1902/1903, pp. 451-464; XXI, 1904/1905, pp. 59-70, 98-126; P. Preiss, in: L. Slavicek (as 
in n. 1), pp. 118-120, cat. no. III/1-13, fig.; D. Stehllkova, Cat Kabinety uminia kuriozit. 
Pit stoleti sbiratelstvi umeleckeho femesla. Cabinets of Arts and Curiosities. Five Centu
ries odArts and Crafts Collecting. Praha 1995, pp. 7-9. 
Th. von Frimmel, Gemalte Galerien. Berlin 1896; S. Speth-Holterhoff, L#s peintres fla-
mands de cabinets d 'amateurs au XVIIe siecle. Bruxelles 1957; J. MOller Hofstede, "Non 
sanuratur oculus visu". Zur "Alegorie des Gesichts" von Peter Paul Rubens und Jan Brue
ghel d. A. In: H. Velkman, J. MOller Hofstede (edd.), Wort und Bild in der niederldndischen 
Kunst undLiteratur des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts. Erfstadt 1984, pp. 243-289; Z. Zaremba 
Filipczak, Picturing Art in Antwerp, 1550-1700. Princeton 1987; R. Ringers, De Verbeel-
ding van de Kunst en het Kunstnaarschap in de Antwerpse kunstkamers. Antwerpen 33, 
1987, pp. 1-19; E. Mai, Pictura in der "Constkamer" — Antwerpens Malerei im Spiegel 
von Bild und Theorie. In: E. Mai, H. Vlieghe (edd.), Cat. Von Bruegel bis Rubens. Das gol-
dene Jahrhundert der flamischen Malerei. KOln 1992, pp. 39-54; M. Diaz Padron, M. Ro-
yo-Villanova (edd.), Cat David Teniers, Jan Brueghel y los Gabinetos la Pintura. Madrid 
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Teniers' paintings, which sporadically found their way to the contemporary col
lections of Czech noblemen, e.g. to the Cernin or collection, substentially in
fluenced the shape of the paintings gallery of similar concept, produced also by 
the painters active in the Czech lands. One of the preserved examples is a pictu
re, in the National Gallery in Prague (fig. 7). Its author is a less known painter 
Anton Franz Hampisch, recorded in Prague between 1732 and 1768. Though 
limited by his painting abilities, the painter in the composition of the painting 
and the whole concept came out of the concrete Teniers's painting of the picture 
cabinet of the Archduke Leopold Wilhelm, which is now in the Kunsthisto-
risches Museum in Vienna. While the space construction and the way of pre
senting the individual paintings of the cabinet, as well as the figures in die pictu
re and their costumes fully correspond to Teniers's example, some of the pain
tings hanging on the walls of that gallery prove that this paintings gallery must 
have been created in the 2nd third of the 18th century in the Czech milieu. This 
statement may be corroborated first of all by the existance in the cabinet of a 
portrait of a man in a fur cap with the gesture of counting on fingers, which 
hangs on the left narrow wall. It is the selfportrait of the famous Czech baroque 
painter Petr Brandl and was painted round 1725, and now preserved in Prague in 
a private collection (fig. 8). Also other paintings may be identified rather safely: 
their authorship, or even their owners in the time of the origin of this paintings 
gallery. Most of the pictures presented, for example copy after Rubens Penitent 
Mary Magdalene and her sister Martha (the original was in the 18th century 
placed in Prague's Nostitz collection, now in the collections of the Kunsthisto-
risches Museum in Vienna), a copy of Correggio's famous composition The 
Marriage of St. Catherine (now in the Louvre), die painting of the Virgin Mary 
with penitent Sinners attributed to Joachim von Sandrart, landscapes by Joos de 
Momper and Johann Heinrich Roos or the cavalry scenes by Jacques Courtois, 
called Le Bourguignon come most probably form the picture gallery of Counts 
Kolovrat of Liebstein, which was removed in the 1730s from their Prague pala
ce to be placed in the chateau of Rychnov nad Kn&znou in East Bohemia. This 
hypothesis is supported by the information of old inventories and in several ca
ses also the paintings which have been preserved and are in the castle gallery in 
Rychnov. 3 0 The finding that the works of art which are seen in this gemalte Ga-

1992; U. Halting, „doctrina et pietas": Qber frOhe Galeriebilder. Jaarboek van het Koninklijk 
Musea voor Scheme Kunsten le Antwerpen 1993, s. 95-133; G. Schwartz, Lady Picture pa
inting flowers. Tableau. 15, Nr. 6, 1993, s. 66-81; Idem, Love in the Kunstkammer. Addi
tions to the Work of Guillam van Haecht (1593-1637). Ibidem 18, Nr. 6, 19%, s. 43-52. 

3 0 L. Slavicek (as in n. 1), pp. 128-129, cat no. III/3-4, fig. — On the history of the Kolovrat 
picture collection see E. Weiss, Baroknl obraz&rna v kolawratskim zdmku v Rychnovi nad 
Kniinou (manuscript). Praha 1953-1955; V. Novotny, Obrazama na zamku v Rychnove 
nad Kneznou. Uminl XIV, 1942, pp. 9-32; O. J. BlazfCek, Rychnovska zdmeckd obrazama. 
Praha 1956(1957', 1973*). 
Another, signed and dated (1757) version of Hampisch's painting was before 1926 part of 
the famous collection of MUDr. Alois Engelbrecht in Prague, cf. P. Toman, Navy slovnik 
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lerie most probably come from one concrete collection is even more interesting 
if we consider the fact that its author Anton Franz Hampish must have been 
familiar with the Kolovrat pictures because in 1727 he and two other painters 
made inventory and the finantial evaluation of the collection. 

In Bohemia, Hampisch was far from being the only author of paintings galle
ry. One of the specialists oriented on this genre was also Johann Michael Brett-
schneider, a stilllife painter, who was active on the turn of the 17th and 18th 
centuries in his native town Usti nad Labem in the north of Bohemia, and later 
in Prague and Vienna. At present we know four signed paintings of his, which 
are in the German and Czech collections (Bamberg, Bayerische Staatsgem&lde-
sammlungen; Nurnberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum; Jaromefice nad Ro-
kytnou /Moravia/, collection of the State Castle /fig. 61). The surface of walls 
are from floor to ceiling covered with paintings the display of which was strictly 
symetrical, similarly as in the works of late Flemish representatives of this ge
nre, e.g. Gonzales Coques or Karel-Emmanuel Bisset. Unlike in the Flemish 
examples, which undoubtedly served Brettschneider as the inspiration, none of 

deskoslovenskych vytvarnych umilcu I. Praha 1947, p. 291. Out of further, so far known gal
lery paintings it is necessary to state the work of an anomyous, most probably also Czech 
painter of the 2nd quarter of the 18th century in National Gallery, Prague (in v. No. O 10S96 
/fig. III). Similarly as in Hampisch's painting, also in this picture there are famous works by 
Czech baroque painters, displayed in prominent positions, e.g. the composition of the altar 
piece The Assassination of St. Wenceslas (Prague-Bfevnov, church of St. Margaret, ca 
1718) by Petr Brandl or the painting Mary with a sleeping Christ-child by the same author. 
Also with most of the other paintings it is possible to find the authors of the depicted pictu
res, e.g. Frans Hals (copies after the known compositions Drinking Boy /Taste/ and Boy 
holding a Flute /Hearing/ now in Schwerin, Staatliches Museum), Salvator Rosa, Jacques 
Courtois, called Le Bourguignon, Jan Baptist Lambrechts, Philipp Peter Roos, called Rosa 
di Tivoli et al. As M. Sronfik has found out, the replique of this gemalte Galerie, however 
with different paintings, is at present in the rectory in ztatec, North-West Bohemia. 
Two further paintings of similar concept have already been published. They come from dif
ferent periods (probably from the 2nd half of the 17th century and from 1805). Their com
mon feature is the presence in both of them of identical paintings with St. Wenceslas icono
graphy. These pictures were painted after the illustrations in publication: D. Wenceslao Bo-
hemorum duci ac martyri inclyto sertum. Prague 1643, cf. A. Podlaha, Kohluv obraz 
„Galerie s cyklem obrazu ze zivota sv. Vaclava". Pamdtky archeologicki XXV, 1913, p. 90, 
fig. 20; J. Samal, Obraz „Galerie s cyklem obrazu ze Zivota sv. Vaclava" (summary Tableau 
wGallerie avec un cycle de tableaux de la vie de St Venceslas»). Ibidem XXXVI, 1928-
1930, pp. 136-128, fig. 35. They are closely connected in their style with two other pain
tings in the Picture Gallery of Prague Castle (Inv. No. OPH 1062, OPH 1063), which were 
most probably painted in the 1780's. 
In Central Europe the paintings of similar style but lower quality, which were created by 
local painters, can often be found in cloister picture galleries, e.g. the painting from 1685 
signed? by an unknown painter D. Iortano (sic!) in Herzogenburg (Lower Austria), cf. E. 
Herrmann-Fichtenau, Die Bildersammlung im Stift Herzogenburg. Osterreichische Zeit-
schrift far Denkmalpflege 28, 1984, pp. I85ff; Cat Prinz Eugen und das barocke Oster-
reich. Schlosshof 1986, pp. 108-110, cat. no. 3. 18, fig. 
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the pictures which he situated in his paintings gallery has so far been identified. 
Therefore it is also possible to refuse the opinion that his so far known works 
depict the interiors of the imperial picture gallery of the Prague Castle. None of 
the paintings on he walls can be definitely connected with some of the pictures 
of this important collection as they are recorded in numerous inventories.31 

Approximately at the same time as Brettschneider, it was Jan Onghers who 
came to the Czech lands from Mechlin. In his Oeuvre we find only exceptional
ly the painting of the interior decorated with pictures. It is the painting entitled 
the Concert in the Picture Gallery in Dresden, Staatliche Sammlungen-Galerie 
Alte Meister, which is a counterpart to the painting of the similar composition 
by Johann Heinrich Schdnfeld, which was created in the 1660s for his friend 
and patron, the Mayor of Augsburg Marx Anton Jenisch.3 2 This picture together 
with other Schonfeld's works got to the collection of another foremost collec
tors of the baroque period in Bohemia, a somewhat enigmatic Count Felix Vr
Sovec (1654-1720). The remarkable picture cabinet, which he had managed to 
put together, was after Vrsovec's death sold in the auction and a considerable 
part of the collection got to the Elector's Gallery in Dresden (some paintings via 
the collection of Count Waldstein). The detailed sales catalogue which was 
published in 1724 proves that the installation of the VrSovec cabinet most pro
bably counted on the pendants of the same themes, style or at least size. This 
was the reason of supplementary creating the companions to single paintings. It 
was apparently also the case of Schdnfeld's painting and its counterpart, which 
Jan Onghers had created on direct commission of Count VrSovec. 3 3 The proof of 
it is that similarly as Schdnfeld, who in his work depicted some pieces of 
Marx's collection in Augsburg, also Jan Onghers used for the decoration of the 

3 1 M. Sronelc, Jan Michael Brettschneider (1656-1727). Umini XXXII, 1984, pp. 56-63 
(german summary); P. Preiss, in: L. SlaviCek (as in n. 1), pp. 125-127, cat. no. III/3-2, fig. 

3 2 H. Pee\ Johann Heinrich Schdnfeld. Die Gemdlde. Berlin 1971, pp. 183-184, cat no. 117, 
pp. 273-274, cat. no. AB 16; L. Machytka Nova instalace zimeckd obrazamy v Ceskem 
KrumlovS. Pamatky a pHroda 10, 1985, p. 400; P. Preiss, in: L. SlaviSek (as in n. 1), p. 
125, cat no. HI/3—1, fig. 

3 3 Catalogus derjenigen rahren, und kostbahren Mahlereyen, und Bildern, von denen besten 
alt-und neuen Meistern, [...] welche /Tit:/Ihro Excell. der Gottseelige Herr Graff von Wer-
schowitz hinterlassen, und nunmehro allhier in der Kdnigl: Neuen Stadt Prag, in dem fVer-
schowitzen Haus inbillichem Preifi, StQckweise zu verkaufen stehen. Prag 1723. On the his
tory of the Wrschowctz picture cabinet cf. H. Toman (as in n. 4), pp. 14-24; K. Woermann, 
Bilder aus der Prager Sammlung Wrschowetz in der Dresdner Galerie. Repertorium fur 
Kunstwissenschaft X, 1887, pp. 153-159; Th. von Frimmel (as in n. 4), pp. 257-267; 
L. Machytka, Zum Verkauf Waldsteinischer Bilder nach Dresden im Jahre 1741. Jahrbuch 
der Staatlichen Kunstsammlungen Dresden 1986, pp. 67-73; Z. Hojda, Nfikolik poznamek 
k budovanJ Slechtickych obrazaren v barokni Praze (summary: Einige Bemerkungen zur Ein-
richtung der Adelsgalerien in barocken Prag). Documenta Pragensia 9, 1991, pp. 257-267; 
L. Slavicek 1995 (as in note 7), p. 468, note 52. On the problem of companion pieces in 
connection with new way of display the picture galleries cf. H. Seifertova, Poznamky k dilu 
Johanna Rudolfa Bysse (summary: Bemerkungen zum Werk von Johan Rudolf Byss). In: 
Barokni umini a jeho vyznam v Ceski kultufe. Praha 1991, pp. 69-71. 
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hall the works which were part of VrSovec collection — The Predict of St. John 
the Baptist by Pasquale Rossi or the study of a woman's head (tronie) by Frans 
Floris. 

The concrete paintings coming from Czech collections are also in a relatively 
late specimen of this genre, in the paintings gallery, whose author was a Prague 
rococo painter Norbert Grand. Even in his extensive work oriented especially on 
cabinet pictures, this painting from the Deutsche Barockgalerie in Augsburg 
(fig. 9) is a really unique piece. The way the painter presented the pictures hung 
in the interior again comes out of the concept of Teniers's paintings galleries. 
Which is, however, more substential for us is the finding that at least two of the 
pictures record the items which had been part of the above Nostitz picture galle
ry. In the centre of the mosaic display the dominant position is occupied by the 
painting of the less known NUrnberg artist of the beginning of the 17th century, 
Johann Christopher Steinhammer, presenting the mythological story of Diana 
and Acteon, and now is in the National Gallery in Prague. This cabinet picture, 
traditionally attributed to Hans Rottenhammer or some painter of his circle, was 
in 1718 purchased by Anton Johann Nostitz in Prague's cabinet of Felix VrSo-
vec. Norbert Grand fully made use of this composition without respecting its 
cabinet format, which in his concept achieved monumental dimensions.34 Ano
ther Nostitz painting which appears in the configuration is Susanna and the El
der. This picture is recorded in the fragment of the drawn inventory of the Ber
ks's collection and its authorship is nowadays connected with the name of Gul-
lio Cesar Procaccini, who was born in Bologne and active in Milano, or the 
Netherlandish painter Louis Finson (fig. 10). As the composition counterpart to 
this work is in the Grand's gemalte Galerie used Paul Peter Rubens canvas The 
Rape of Ganymede, one version of which has been in Vienna since at least 1723, 
in the picture gallery of the Prince Schwarzenberg.35 

The intention of these marginal notes was to outline to the sources, including 
the so far discovered examples of the visual documentation of several aristocra
tic collections in baroque Bohemia, which in the research of the history of art 
collecting may play an important role. 

L. Slavicek 1995 (as in n. 7), pp. 454-̂ 55, fig. 21. 
G. Kramer, St&dtische Kunstsammlungen Augsburg. Deutsche Barockgalerie. Katalog der 
Gemdlde. Augsburg 1984, pp. 97-98, fig. 105; L. Slavicek (as in n. 1), pp. 127-128, cat. no. 
III/3-3; L. Slavf5ek 1996 (as in n. 7), p. 135, cat. no. VI, fig. —Norbert Grand, even in his 
own paintings, has frequently let himself inspire by the pictures which he had known from 
Nostitz gallery, cf. L. Slavicek 1983 (as in n. 7), p. 241, note 78; J. KHz, K otazce namelo-
vych pfedloh u Norberta Grunda (summary: Zur Frage der thematischen Vorlagen bei Nor
bert Grand). Umlnl XXXII, 1984, pp. 281-305; L. SlavICek 1995 (as in n. 7), p. 468, note 
57. — With respect to the orientation of the present paper, the attention was not paid to the 
iconograhical interpretation of the Czech versions of gemalte Galerien. This aspect will be 
considered among others by the special exhibition, which is being prepared by Hana Seifer-
tova for the National Gallery in Prague and Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum in Braunschweig. 
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O B R A Z O V E P R A M E N Y K DEJINAM S L E C H T I C K Y C H 
O B R A Z O V Y C H SBJREK BAROKNICH C E C H . 

O vysledclch sberatelskd aktivity milovnfku umenl z fad ceske aristokracie ran£ho novoveku 
jsme stale informovani jen zcela ramcovC a proto fada tehdejSich sberatelskych poSinu unika pro-
zatlm zcela nasemu poznani. Svuj podil na tomto neuspokojivem stavu ma mj. skutecnost, ze do-
sud nebyla vfttSf pozornost venovana systematickemu pruzkumu archivnlch materialu (testamentu, 
pozustalostnich inventafu a pHp. ucetnfch dokladu o nakupech umfileckych del), vztahujlcich se ke 
Slechtickym sbfrkam, stejne jako jejich nasledne umeleckohistoricke interpretaci. Rovnez ikono-
graficke prameny k dejinam baroknlch sblrek zustaly — az na vyjimky — stranou badatelskeho 
zajmu. 

V dejinach evropskeho sberatelstvl 17. a 18. stoletl se opakovanfi setkavame s potfebou za-
chytit podobu a slozenl urCite umfilecke sblrky nebo jejl iasti pomoci kresleneho inventafe, popf. 
grafickych reprodukcl. Take v baroknlch Cechach muzeme mezi Slechtickymi sWrateli (napf. 
u Lobkowiczu, Ceminu, NosticO, nebo u hrabete FrantiSka Antonlna Berky z Dube Ci hrabete Jana 
Rudolfa Sporka) zaznamenat tendenci k podobne dokumentaci vysledka sMratelsk̂ ho usill. Pfe-
hled upozornuje na dosud poznand pffklady takovd obrazovd dokumentace — zejmena na cemin-
ski Imagines galeriae (po 1668), zlomek kresleneho inventafe berkovskd, pfip. nosticke obrazarny 
(kolem 1700) nebo na Delineationes hrabete Jana Rudolfa Sporka (po 1720). Soudasne naznacuje 
moznosti (ale i limity), ktere tento typ pramenu vizualnl povahy pfi zpracovani dejin sberatelstvl 
poskytuje. 

Dale jsou pfipomenuty zname doklady jestC jmeho druhu vizualnl dokumentace, tzv. Gemalte 
Galerien, ktere vytvafeli — ovlivn6ni pffkladem flamskych malifu v cele s Davidem Teniersem 
ml. — CeSti nebo v Cechach pdsobicl malifi. Naznaceny jsou i prokazatelne nebo jen pfedpokla-
dane vztahy tCchto obrazu s idealnimi pohledy do obrazovych sblrek ke konkretnlm vysledkum 
dinnosti zdejSlch sberatelu: napf. obrazu Antonlna FrantiSka Hampische (Praha, Narodni galerie) a 
kolovratske obrazarny, Johanna Michaela Brettschneidera (mj. Jaromefice nad Rokytnou, zamek) 
a cfsafske obrazarny na Praiskem hrade, Jana Ongherse (Drazefany, Staatliche Sammlungen-
GemBldegalerie Alte Meister) a obrazoveho kabinetu hrabete Felixe VrSovce nebo Norberta Grun-
da (Augsburk, Stfldtische Kunstsammlungen-Deutsche Barockgalerie) a nosticke obrazarny. 

Puvod snimku — Photographic acknowledgements 
Narodni galerie v Praze: 1, 2, 3, 4, 9 (archiv), 5, 10 (Sofia DiviSova), 7 (Blanka 
Lamrova), 6 (Miroslava SoSkova), 8,11 (Vladimir Fyman) 
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Jan La Fresnoy after Pietro della Vecchio, David with Goliath's head. Imagines Galeriae, Na-
rodni knihovna Ceske republiky-oddSlenf rukopisu. 
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After Giuseppe Diamantini, Venus and Cupid. Imagines Galeriae, Narodnf knihovna Ceskd 
republiky-odd&lenf rukopisu. 
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5. After Diego Velazquez, Self-portrait (now Munich, Alte Pinakothek). Narodnl galerie v Praze. 



6. Johann Michael Brettschneider, Paintings Gallery-detail. JaromSfice nad Rokytnou in Mora
via, Collection of the State Castle. 
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Anton Franz Hampisch, Paintings Gallery with pictures from the Collection of Counts Kolo 
vrat of Liebstein. Narodnf galerie v Praze. 



8. Petr Brandl, Selfportrait. Narodnf galerie v Praze — on loan from private collection in Prague. 
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9. Norbert Grund, Paintings Gallery-detail. Augsburg, Stfldtische Kunstsammlungen — Deut
sche Barockgalerie. 
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10. After Giullio Cesar Procaccini or Louis Finson, Susanna and the Elder. Narodnl galerie 
v Praze. 



11. Anonymous (Czech ?) painter of the 2. quarter of 18th century, Paintings Gallery. 
galerie v Praze. 

Narodnl 


